Choose three (3) articles in *Opposing Viewpoints in Context (OVIC)* that relate to the interest you discussed in Week 1 and complete the following:

1. Cite each article (all three) in proper MLA format. You can either use the citation tool in *OVIC*, or EasyBib.com
2. In your own words, state the specific topic addressed in each article. For clarification on the difference between an interest and a topic, see the samples below and Research @ Reynolds Module #1.
3. Choose one (1) article that has a topic you really connected with. Did the topic make you see your interest in a new way? Did you discover something surprising about your interest? What was it?

**Examples of the difference between an Interest and a Topic:**

1. Interest: Films  →  Topic: Remaking older films for newer generations
2. Interest: Body Piercing / Tattooing  →  Topic: Inability to get jobs because of piercings/tattoos
3. Interest: Video Games  →  Topic: Gender identity in video games
4. Interest: Fishing  →  Topic: Stricter fishing regulations impacting fish populations and other animals

Length: 300 words minimum

*Make sure you format the document as instructed in the Course Syllabus!*